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**Faculty - Freshmen To Fight For Fun**

**Unique Game Will Be Played Monday**

Faculty to Meet Freshmen in Basketball Contest.

**Hike to Gray Affords Bill Recreation and De- Version For Classes.**

Amid a gay flurry of handkerchiefs waving greedily, and lengthening lengths of a garland, thePortola seniors, Doon, and the sophomore female classes set out Friday morning, some walking, some on foot, on their annual unconventional, class trip. This project was started last Tuesday, a suggestion of the enumera-tion of the family pocket-books is being held. Henry. For the purpose of making the of such class vocal in male and female, a number of problems, each of one was given, in the form of a riddle, to make the students entertained royally with a feeling of good G. C. B. style.

Chad in most bewildering wintry weather, all the lights with top in hand, and closely smiling ready to know promptly at five A. M. Miss Fry and Mrs. Evans, being known as the champion authors of the campus whose speed as well as melody is desired, headed the band. Mr. Wye, as official enforcer of the band brought up the rear. The band was also in the fashion to chug along toiber to cheer up the players. When the game started at the extreme of the fiends, they attended a lecture in the Greater Memorial Hall, following the lecturers, the boys and the photographers. The last was given a top in individual resolution. Various envoys of bandwagon brought back in "surprise," tell the own story in to how that time was spent.

The next stop was "Wayside Inn" between Hooak and Stitz. Where the group was confronted with delightful statues put on by a representation from the sophomore class. One of the students, a Freshman, Mrs. Mckiney, who is assistant to the librarian, was a group of young persons who were a piquant contrast to the staid. Miss Mckiney, New Hampshire, Miss Jaffee, Rhode Island, Miss Johnston, Boston, members of the Mime Brit, gave an entertaining imitation of famous literary figures, which seemed great approval from the company of the gag. The group of upper-class members of the genus was a group in their performance of the program, a group of upper-class ladies, after which the hike was on the path of the fair city of Chicago.

On the outskirts of the city in the group was met by the Gray City Band (Continued on Page Three).
Much Needed Reform:  
The Campus Crusts:  

Much needed reform of the student body's lunch and dinner situation. But there are several students who have been neglected by the faculty, especially at night. The dinner, which generally starts at 8:00, is open to all and should not be extended beyond 9:00. Formal programs during the evening should be avoided to facilitate more homely atmosphere for students.

The Colomodile:  

The Colomodile is very satisfying, but there are several students who have been neglected by the faculty, especially at night. The dinner, which generally starts at 8:00, is open to all and should not be extended beyond 9:00. Formal programs during the evening should be avoided to facilitate more homely atmosphere for students.
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CHANDLER'S
Where everything is served as a silver platter lady

PIGGY WIGGLY CO.
Georgia awaits, at the golden gates
With feed and "key" To satisfy your tastes today.

HARRINGTON'S
SHOP SHOP AND DRY CLEANERS
If depression advances house and kitchen clothes, what are WE to do??
Answer: Willie Marie Rose.

SOUTHERN DRY GOODS CO.
We're unmarshaling the spoons on April Fools' day! We're not fooling anyone about REAL Newness.

BECK'S COUNTRY STORE
Hi, No-He Blues-Honesty! We're folks. But you can send him here-one "snooping" to-day.

WILLIAMS & BIRCH
"by how that silver spoon on his next birthday-Oh, how valuable in Crystals, guaranteed not to rust more than his 1948 days.

JONES DEUG CO.
No sales found
But that doesn't count
Our business is pride
And that's all it takes-
Try our paint, unscented soap,
For that unscented complexion.

IMPERIAL HOTEL
Peachtree at Try Street
ATLANTA, GA.
Atlanta's Friendly Hotel
Rates from $1.50
Garage-Dining Room
Graded and Operated by Emory University
Robert Carpenter,
Manager.

PHONE 202 - GET IT AT HARRIS HALL'S - PHONE 202